
FROM AUTISTICS to Tourette's patients, Sacks has found, music finds the lost among us

fact, can be liberated by damage, as hap-
pened to Cicoria, and sometimes occurs
with those stricken with frontotemporal
dementia. They often take up incessant
whisding, singing or actual composing, some-
times even after losing the power of speech.
Sacks thinks it likely that an insult to the
dominant brain sphere can release "musical
treasures locked away" in the non-domin-
ant sphere.

Even the explosive movement disorder
Tourette's syndrome can be tamed by music.
On one extraordinary occasion, Sacks sat in
on a Toureffe's drum circle. At first the room-
ful of 3o-odd people was "an eruption oftics,
a contagion of tics." But not once the drum-
ming began. Then the participants poured
"their Tourettic energy, playfulness and in-
ventiveness" into the music, and through it
achieved a calm and focus that otherwise
eludes them. Nor can any drug free Parkin-
son's sufferers from their immobilitv the wav

New technologies now allow scientists to
watch the living brain as people listen to,
imagine and compose music. Much of the
rapidly growing body of work on music's
neural underpinnings is beingdone inMont-
real. The Brain, Music and Sound lab "is a
world centre ofneuroscience," Sacks says,

"an amazing coming together of people
like [Mccill professor] Daniel Levitin,
who are both musicians and neuro-
scientists. I hope to be sending patients
there soon-there's nothing else like

he is also a primary caregiver-a slose, sym-
pathetic observer of his patients, and the
"strange fights and double lives" forced on
them by their wounded or rewired brains.
After seeing deeply demented patients weep
to music theyhave never before heard, Sacks
is moved to know they still have a self lost
within, one that music alone can find. In
human life, he concludes, "Music is no lux-
ury, but a necessity." ill
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Not iust a pleasure,
music is in our neural
wiring, says Oliver Sacks

BY BRIAN BETHUNE . If OIivCr SACKS hAS
an overarching purpose in Musicophilia
(Knopf), it's probably best described as issu-
ing a corrective. Much has been made, in a
spate ofrecent books, ofhumans as the story
species-howwe neednarrative to make sense
of anything and to emotionally accept and
internalize information. Sacla has no quar-
rel with any of that; he's a writer and story-
teller himself. But the distinguished neurolo-
gist would like us to remember that we are
also the music species. "For virnrally all of
us," Sacls writes, "music has great power. It
is manifest and central in every culture, and
lies so deep in human nature that one must
think of it as innate."

That's Sacks speaking as much personally
as professionally. Last December, after he
learned his brother was gravely ill, a dark
melody began to form a constant background
to the 74-year-old scientist's thoughts. The
music tumed out to be Bach's Capriccio on
the Departure of a Most Beloved Brother, a
piece "plucked outfrom 10,0oo tunesbymy
unconscious." Likewise. those who suffer
from musical hallucinations-not tunes stuck
in the mind, but music heard from the out-
side as clearly as if it were playing on the
radio-tend to hearwhat resonates wittr their
own pastlives. That can mean, amongSacls's
patients, endless loops ofold popular songs
or Irish jigs, or, in the unhappy case of one
elderly GermanJew, the Nazi marching songs

that had so terrified him in his childhood.
Other musical phenomena, however, are

more mysterious in origin and awe-inspir-
ing in effect. Take Tony Cicoria, an ortho-
paedic surgeon struck by lightning 1l years
ago, at 42. Previously neither very musical
nor particularly religious, within three
months Cicoria was possessed by
music. driven to teach himself to
play the piano and to compose music
for it, believing himself "saved" for
the purpose of bringing to life the

latest work is called the Lightning Sonata.)
The music is deep within us all, virtually

ineradicable, because it's everywhere in our
neural wiring. "So much of the brain is re-
cruited for the perception, imagery and
playing of music," Sacks says in an interview,
"tfiat music survives all the common insults."
as neurologists call brain injuries. In other
words, our music tends to live through any-
thing that doesn't outright kill us. Music, in

"absolute torrent" ofnotes now it in North America. They're look-
pouring into his mind. (His ing at all sorts of things I've

wondered about for years."
Sacks is a scientist, andNEVER VERY MUSICALLY INCLINED,

C I CO Rl A BEGAN WR lTl N G SONATAS the new techniques ofbrain

AFTER BEING HIT BY LIGHTNING
imaging are "exciting be-
yond measure" for him, but
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